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The l'U

in the present an

present and, in, mos

occurred., Conseque

daelp:.not just happen. It isicksited and developed
, ?

ar past.. Atture happia*ge are :all 'rooted. in the
; , .

cases, are dete ,by. actions which have ,

no one :needs a trtsial ball or d resident prophet..\

to accurately projeetIntiiit;1,haiipeaings. ,244e parameters of the future are

i- / ,',
essentially Predietable.' ( ,

.
! --.

The problemi*ii:(010 ;Which is particularly applicable -to, student

affairs, is -that we-do nektfrItake the time io' W'S the ]mown data and methods -,

.
.

) 4.. :
,

,, , ,

, a,

of forecast-big to project Oux . fliture. environnen*s. Perhaps ,even more dim-.'

. : - \ ;

,:heartening is the tact that to often when distinct trends,' or develop-'(111 often
;

, ..-.0. ; Ar \ ,
,

a

meats are discovered, there is..little,tor no attention givein:to thew-and

.
.

they are quickly ignored. This situation is no 10,sor tolerable for higher.
. . --a ,s' :. ,, '. u. :,

education in'general ancj for student affairs in particular. II the present

trends continue and If certain. developments4ecioTe general praotioel,
7,

. ,

student affairs as:40 know it Will notextet" ite'twerity yeare, a rather't, + . I ',4
'

shocking but inevitable conclusion if we 's.litiontinuelto frial toliplen for
3.,

l,..,',.. .' )
a

,

the fUture.. If we in student affair, wish to enriive as rpifeesioa*,316
"-- %,F, , ;

must all become futurists. We must learn those clitteerminers of the,future

which cannot be ishluaged and those which' can somehow be. altered. We have

truly been a reaottes profession: We must become proactiire.. We must,

learn to anticipate'and control our environments. If we cannot We are

doomed to become extinotl !Ot,immediatelyA not spectacularly
,but' just as sure 'as other elements within higher education and society at-

large have disappeared when they have lost theiX effectiveness or have

been rendered ecessarybY technolOgical innovations or changes is the

needs of society, we will also disappear as a functional elesenA. True,

a
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sone asiect-of our
profession may remain, 'but their ford-and substance

*ill be so altered that, thei will not be recogniseable any

relatiobahip to the profeasion as 'We how practice it. Chang* and' the

-

ever- increasing pace of, change will'be especiilly cruel to a profession.

. .

which is supposed to be sensitive to developments within the student.

populatiOn. Row often in thepasi have we fallen from grails because we

did not anticipate changes .student needs and concerns? More impo
,

kAntly,-how long in.the future will'be be able to con4inue if we do.Aot

anticipate, prepare and plan for such Changes? Not long, I me* yout
,x

Already,.many of the traditional !Nino cons of the student' affairs office

are beirgUnurjrd by other °Molts, mao roes, and reguZitorY iQ(!011 which

'0832perfOrm.those fUnctiona,nore efficiently and'eftectiVely because they

are.futUre-oriented and have no/Veitedinterest
proj-

grams, procedureO..and structures. -too must ler to adapt., to be

ACIrture-oriented. If there is a role four student affairs, in the next

kv,
twenty years, it will be a futurist role.

I firmly believe that if begin. to

.

., .

plin fothe future, we

cir-

i

,

.

max have 4 future; Not occasional ivelor ten4ear plans, but consistent,'

. /

thorough anticipation of the changes, trends and developments which will
..'

effect-higher education in general and stuient,afAirs in particular.

What we need to dolt to develop new approaches,new programs, based on

0

the realities otthe future and not on ourpast conceptualisations: We
\,, 41'

cannot merely alter our techniques 'and,,,expebt to e credible and viable

in the year1990. We must reconceptualizeour,approach to'studentaffairs.
,q. , .*

f) r. f ,,,e A- - ( ,

We, must recognise that the4need for of e eery/cos that we t A,lon4.., -*

..4.' >'.. ,

ally performed balk-been irrevocably changed or nullified by Circumstances.

totally-beyond odiidontroIankthat our techniques for providing such
, ..., . :

* ,
r.
( 1(2).
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services have, in may instances, been rendered obsolete by manageiial

and technological developments. The keyto future survival is to incor-

porate those managerial and technologicardevelopments into our operations.

We must learn to use the tools available to establish new roles for our-

selves within the institutional structurl. We must learn how to demon-
.

stratr-that'what we'd° is cost effective. We must learn to demonstrate

that what we do has a utilitarian purpose and we unit liD*n to justify

ourselves ontbe 6,91,0 of objective_evaluation.- We must learn to demon-

stiate accountability for our funds, Staffs and programs, not because we

are required t4 do sp, but tollpmonstrtethat we are a valid and essential

element of the 'university system. .

If the role of the faculty is teaching and the role of the aiu=

dent is learning, it is truly the role of. the administration and, particu7

larli,'student affairs administrators to anticipate, plan and ireparecfor,

the No other-segment of hi r educatiodIeresponsilgefbrogn,

element so crucial to the survival thiqnstipean tan student affai .

That element is, of couriie, students. If we falter in our effortivto

adequately provide for a continuation of this element at the inatitutiOn*

we will fade from the institutional scene. I am not speaking of the

traditional control, organisation, and recruitment of students. Ijm

speaking of those factors whickwill have an impact on the next twenty

years. eI Am speaking of the redruitmentiandSupport of non - traditional
4 .

tt, students, the retention -of students once they are recruited, and the pre-

sentation of programs which will ,'satisfy the needs of the 'student as a.

) consumer of higher education.
1'

Lh, all very inteiesting, you say! i,You've heard this all before

. . but you still believe there will always be a need for student perw.
(

A
. sonnel administrators. Remember that old saying, "Thereiwill always be
.
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Ain England"? Well. England. may continue to exist, but it will never be

the same 'as when thetiptement was mode. Just as our old concept of

IsSisind meacolonial power is no longer valid, so are our old concepts

of student personnel work no longer valid.

Student personnel-any exist in some form, but it will not be

the form it is totill Consequently, &AIWA& =moons or some machine heir"

.aways be needed to perform certain functions we would classify as studen

personnel functiOne, they will not necessarily be student persOnnol pro-

fossienals:) We have already today, in 1977, numerous traditional student

personnel, functions being taken over and administrated effectively by

peoplewho are not student affairs professionals. Marketing people are

taking over admisiions. Business offices and computer people are toting

over financial ad. Priyate concerns are taking over housing. Student

ivities and the operation of student unions are homing under the cow

trol of directors of auxiliary services. Career:planning is being-

increasingly-oonputerised.' and general counseling fUnctions are being

performed by psychology departments.- Sow long will It be until your

institution decides or is foroedto have a student personnel fUnotion
..9.

.
. :.71 . 7.

performed by a non student affairsyrefessional because it'ilan bo.done
. . j ,

,..,

) More efficiently and more effectively in such a manner? .12*.point I am
.

here to sudcelsthat wel.student affairs'rofessionals; molt adapt to t4

pre ent and °noting changes if we-wieh to, continue to exist. If a are

t
.--

ture-.oriented, if we. do not reoggniket analyze and prepare for the

changirig needy of our-Students and institutions, thek' we isLre "111701F

relingilehiggcontrol otonr destiny and we` cap expecit-pat otherelont.,

,..side our profession will slowly'bet surely reorganize 'our functionsoano
,

to their needs with .iittle..;:ifsSt.i 00i0srn:fift:4M oOkti;usd



existence. Even a cursory examination of institution
. .

will reveal that compared with other segments of the

affairs probab has done the least to prepare for an

Offer (segments of the institution have planning coax

of institutional resetrch, curriculum revision commi

bodies which directly or indirectly plim for the fu

we in student affairs done-to insure our future? /.4.

hive structures,or bodies within our departments "I:

systematically project our fines. Perhaps no

h

.i1-41Vingi41,40;0aitie is the f t that most,of Us
1.

Orielan to be future oriente.

741k two decades, student.affaired
)'

AI
44tUre-03162lie 40 survive. In the period oif-expans

41/..

4 (Mt major'Ideasions typically involved Which newpro

,which buildinia)tovonstruct, Which' ataff'Io hire, a
di) \

ex04d',tkamet theever -incrertg dead:Ids of a large
.-

)1sIinin as not fOremiiit in our minds as our
S

.

I

, 64 literate iTa,coatinUal flow of students and fund
- 1 .

4 r
now in that 'oftevralked-about, infrequently-serious:

. y. -.,-; .' :. .
growth period;_ .ihe term no -growth is not.obviously

allow me to use the translation recently. supplied by

EdUcaflon Editor or the New York Times. Be said tha

think df the period,we are now in not as a period of
_._

a period of contraction. For, as he very simply and
.

out, the two essentials for growt&re no longer'in:

and students: If we as student affairs administrato:

ithe ramifica one of,shortageain these two essintia:
1 .

v,

44
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ons of higheri.education

e institution, pudent

nd project'ite

mitteeseraepmAmente

ittees,,,and other such

ture. But what hs.
) /

t than not

of see.anyretson for

't peed .to be

//'
since World War II

4110m0O establish,

and which office to'

ger and larger student

mistakes were easily

de. However, we are

sly-considered no-

threatening. However,

y Edward B.

it perhaps we should

f.no-growth, but as

I effectively pointed.

ready supply: money

pre begin to .consider

al areas, we will very



quickly realize the need to study, analyze and project our future rdles

in higher eduCation. If llment decreases and ids diminish, who

will be the firstto suffer? Will it be the tenured o unionised faculty?

Will it be the upper level,fisoal or academic administrators? Or will it

be the student affairs administrator who is involved by definition in

many activities which are not absolutely necessary'to the fUictioning of

the institution? What we ourselves refer to as extra-curricular..

Obvicously, I am somewhat concerned about the continuation of

our professionl ',I do not assume that it will continue to exist and I

firmly believe that there iota strong possibility that it will mot exist

in its present form in the not too distant future. Consequently, I have

chosen to speak here today for three reasons. First, to awaken you to

the need and importance-of incorporating, planning and projecting in the

student affairs profession. Second, to acquaint you with the techniques

and methodologies of forecapting.mAnd, third, to call your attention to

some of the present trends'and indicators whioh have significance for the

.student affairs administrator.

.Firet.'a brief overview of futuristic'. The study of the future

is known by many. names FuturistiCs, Future Studies, Future-Research,

TeChnolegical Aesessment and Forecasting, and others. Simply, the field

is the,study,of those amown facts and indicators which allow 118 to project

and forecast alternative futures with some degree of reliability. I

could spend the remainder of my'time explaining all the resources and

techniques presently available for future planning. However, I have

prepared a series of handouts which I will make available to you after

the program which contain sufficient information to enable you to learn

and apply the preSent research and tee:hat:14es of future studies to your

(6)
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.own situations. It is not that important that you know all the metho-

dologies of forecasting. What is important is that you develop the

perspective of being future-oriented. When I 'say that we must all

:g

becomAnturists, I am not say that we all need to become professional

forecasters or certified proje tore of the future. What I mean is that
,

we all need to adopt a future perspectiie. We need to begin to,examine

data, developments and trends not-just in regard to their relationship

to our past peiformance or our present situations, but in regard to

4,
their probable effect on our future situations. We need to begin to

routinely consider the future significance of the information which is

readily available to us through professional materials, and the common

media. We need to not just acknowledge that such and such will have

an effect on our area in the next ten years, but to construct and project

.e
what that effect will-be and to begin to anticipate the possible courses

of action that will be required of us. I am sure that everyone in this

room could list for me five recent events or trends which will have an

impact on student affairs. 40, I am also sure that very few of you

would be able to then teX1 me what -lhe,fUnptional impact of those trends

or events would,be and boil you have prepared to deal with those possible

ions. Moreover,'I am certain that many of you are legiti mately

so involved in conducting your currentioperations that you have not had

the inclination or the opportunity to seriously project your future

environments,in light of known trends and indicators. Consequently, I

believe it would be beneficial to review some of the piobable developments

which will have an impact on student affairs.

I suggest that there are three areas in which` developments

could have an impact on student affairs. I suggest that we should be

sensitive to changes in these areas and incorporate such changes in our

future 'planning.

(7) 9
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The first area is that of Chanxes in National Patterns. This

area seems toreoeive the most attention. and general publicity. I. call

your attention to the following developments. Finite the decline in the

national birthrate must be considered. The decline in 4 birthrate

means that there will simply be less people between the ages of 18 and

21 who could attend college. Original projections shoved a decrease in

the rato`et-gxoVth of college enrollments in the 70'i and a leveling

in the early 8016 with an increase after 1995.' Nowever, recent 'statistics

ahoy that the leveling pay have occurred this. year and that the decline

may begin next year. Consequently, some sources, such as the American

College Testing Service, are forecasting,406 fewer students enrolling

by 1980, and the carnegie commieiion on higher education revised' their

estimate for enrollment in 1984 down 1.5 million students from the

projection they made in 1971. The second major Change.isthe change in

the pattern of college attendance. In'1968, 5 percent of high_school

students' attend. oollege.: Recently, however, that percentage has

dropped to 48 Pero t. Theirs seems to be numerous factors contributing.

to this development; t porhapi the most significant is that 'large num-

bers of young people no longer associate upward social mobility with a

college degree.

,These two general trends will havi a'sighificant impact on all

of our institutions. The National Center for Education statistics reported

a decline of 2.2 percent in the enrollment of public four-year colleges

foi this past fall and the state of New York estimates a decline of 20,000

students in the staters public and private colleges during the next two

years. I encourage to examine the demographics in your awn states

to determine what the impact will be on your own institution.

(8)
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C-
A third major change in our national patterns is the ripe in

the-midian age of Americans. tow fertility and mortality rates is com-

bination have related in a-population which Will have a larger, mportion

of older people and a smaller proportion'of the young. This situation,

called "The Graying of America", will increase the median age from 28.9

this year to 37.3 in 2030. The number of people.over 25 will continue

to increase while the number in the 18-to-21-year-old category will

decrease. By the year 2000, there will be 81% more adults aged 35 to 44

than at present, and the numb of people over 55 will be up 27 percent.

It is also calculated that by 1995, there will be a 20 percent drop in

the 18-to-244ear-old population from the level of 1980. These figures

Are not wild-eyed predictions, but projections based on the number of

births which have already occurred. Consequently, Iam sure that you can

readily see the present and future importance of adult education programs

- to the, survival of your institution.. The question is, will student

services be prepared to provide appropriate- ces to this important

and growing segment of our population?

The second major area where I believe developments will haveean

impact on student affairs is the Community Outside of Higher Education.

I call your attention to these devilopments in that area. The first

development is the ending of the G. I. Bill. The ending of the entitle-

ment to the G. 1..3= occurred this year for a considerable number of

veterans. This resulted in A 33 percent drop-in veteran enrollment. The

4 number of veterans losing their entitlement will continue to increase

between now and 1980-81. By 1987, the G. I. Bill a, we now know it will

no longer exist. The second Idevelopment is the decline in employment

opportunities for college graduates. The supply of college graduates

(9) 11
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O

-presently exceeds the demand. The unemployment rate for college graduates

has increased in each of the last three years. The.number and proportion

of oollege graduates in our.sociiity exceeds the number and proportion of

professional and.minagerial positions, and there is presently no hope

for expansion of those jobs. Consequently,-he advantage of college,

graduates on the job market will decline and the rate of return on the

investment in a college education will also decline. Another development

is the rise of consumerism and its extension to students. Since 1970,

more and more students are assmning the burden for their college expenses.

This financing of their education coupled with the national rise of con-

sumerism will probably cause a shift in student perspective to develop.

Students will begin to consider themselves as customers of their colioges

and develop a consumer relationship with their institutions. Numeroue-

court cases are already pending around the oountry where students,

believing they have not received,a fall measure'for their.money, are

suing institutions for reimbursement of their - funds.- If mar net be too:

long before we lee the equivalent of consumer proteotion groups'On

campus. Numerous agencies of the.federal.government are already involved

in the area of consumer protection for post-secondary education.

A fourth development is the general loss of political support

for higher education. Recently, political support has'shifted to other

forms of post-secondary education, partioularly'vecationalIy-oriented pro=

grams, and in many itetes when taxpayers have had to Choose between a

new tax and not increasing fUnds for higher education, they he've chosen

to not increase the funds.' A fifth development in the community outside

of higher education is the decline in the relationship of business and

higher education. Where once business went to higher education for the
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training of its 'implopmes),it is now orgalliiing its own training programs
b

74,.., ' e and,dotualliesteblishidg its own sahoOls with all the.outward signs. of

other colleges .-- catpudi dormitories, etc. Soon several-of these OomParo

sohools.vill probably be accredited to award the bachelor's degree. A
#

sixth development is the growth of educational benefits in collective

bargaining agreements. Today some six million workers are covered by

negotiated tuition aids, educational leaves and apprenticeship training'

programs. The inclusion of educational benefits has become one of the

most significant bargaining trends in the 1970's. Are your student

services areas able to service such a constituency? Still. another

development in this area is the is4creased use of audio - visual media. Per-

haps it would be beneficial for student affairs areas such as financial

aid, admissions and others to consider the fact that high school students

are oriented to auto- visual media rather than written media. Our society

at large is increasing the use of teleVision, cassettes, and film more

than written media. The important:el of this phenomenon should not be

taken lightly. And the final development'in this category is the result

of changes in the work week. Several parts of the country'already have

industry and government agencies operating on flex-time schedules. The

four-day work week is indeed possible during the next decade. These

changes now offer workers more opportunities to attend classes at times

not possible in the past. We in student affairs should be prepared to

offer our services at the times when such a clientele would require them.

A third area where developments will obviously have an impact

on our profession is the Comartuxity Within Higher Blucatiost: I suggest

you consider the following developments. First to be considered is the

growth of non-traditional institutions: The growth and expansion of

3
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colleges without walls, sattelite campuses, and other non-traditional

forms of higheredicatibn should be studied by student affairadministra-
As

tors. These programs are attracting large =berg of adult students

because they offer programs and courses tailored to their needs: Although

we May not feel that these programs are our competitors today, they surely

will be in the near future as we all seek to recruit more adult students.
. I

It would be to our advantage to learn how they make themselves attractive

to the 'non-traditional Ejs,tadent:. A second development is the,growth of

enrollment of women students. Women increased their ) proportion in the

undergraduate enrollment in the last five years. According to the Census

Bureau, the number of women aged '25 to 34 attending college more than

doubled, while the number under 25 increased by 30 percent. The Center

for Education statistics reported that if it weren't for the significant

increase in the number of women enrolling at all U. S. colleges and

universities this past fall, that the total enrollment would have sub-

stantially declined and not kept nearly even with the previous year as

had been reported. In fact, on most campuses, women, now constitute one-

half of the first -year enrollment. Consequently, student affairs should

be prepared to. serve and retain this very important segment of our student

bodies. A third development within the higher education community is

the increased importance of retention programs. In the next ten years,

retaining students once they have enrolled will probably become on of the

most crucial challenges to institutione.of higher education. Moreover,

student affairs could insure a place for itself in the institutional

structure if it accepted responsibility for such programs. It is less-

costly to retain students than to recruit them and the fact of the matter

is that in the next decade, one will be very hard put to find extra
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studenterto replace those that drop out or transfer. A fourth development

in this area is the.growing'importande ofig4Ult students. In 1975; 3.7
/-

million adults aged 25 or over register* for college courses . that

was 34 percent of total college enrol nts.4This was a_huge.jump from

the 1.7 million enrollments, or 22 percent of the total, in 1970. ,By

1980, the Census Bureau estimates, adulti could form 40 percent of all

total enrollments. Since the adult student is the only possible growth

market for higher education, We had all better learn how to serve thii'

new constituency. Finally in this area a development to be considered

is the rise of vocationi4ism. A sagging eminomy and a tight job market

have made students more/vocationally-oriented. Students will seek more

career counseling in:the next ten years. Our student affairs and

counseling centers/Should be prepared for this development. Career

planning and placement will become one of the most important.segments.

of student affairs.

FUthermois, I encourage each -of you to be on guard against

possible unpredictable changes in your present environments, what are

referred to as discontinuities. I believe these will basically result

from diminisheiffinancial resources as enrollments decline. There will

be numerous efforts to direct resources from student services to other

areas. There will probably -be reorganizations of student affairs offices

and some forced retrenchment. We will have to, as never before, be able

to justify and demonstrate our viability as a functional element of the

institution.

Allow me to summarize in a most simplistic manner those trends

and developments I have just outlined.

Our enrollments are declining. Not only will'there be less

potential students as the number of 18 to 21 year olds declines but there

(u) 15
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Pill- be a smaller percentage of that diminiehed4roup which will decide

to attend college. High school students will be motivated to not attend

college by a lack Of jobs for oollege gradnatesand by a decreasing

return on the investment required to,attand college. Iltie situation.

!

is intensified by the demise of the (. I. Bill and further complicated

by our loss of political support and the emergende of strong competitors

for the already scarce resource of, students in the corporate college and

the non-traditional institution.

New modes of operation will be demanded of us as student con-,

sumerism increases and as the competition to recruit the adult student

Intensifies into all out war. We will have to adjust our work schedules

and programs to accommodate students who work on flex-time schedules and

to tap the fertile area of Union Educ Benefits.

The adult student will be king in higher education during, the

next twenty years and the female student will truely be queen. We must

learn how to court these two groups.

Finally, we will be faced with a student body which will be more

vocationally oriented than any group has been in the, last fifteen years.

Not only will we have to meet the felt needs of these students, but we

will have to do all we can to insure that they remain at our institutions.

Retention will be the key to success and for some survival during the 1980's.

The present state of stress and disorientation, or future shock,

In our profeasion is caused, in my opinion, by our lack.of Preparation

for the future. We are very much like a tribe of Indiana who resided by

a river and vhose culture and economy was based on that river. The

tribe flourished for several generations using the river as a base for

their civilization. Suddenly, one day without warning someone built a
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dam about thirty miles above the Indian village and the river dis

The tribe became disoriented and suffered shattering stress.: OMS members
,

Of the tribe decidbdto stay where they were.aneto continue as they

always had anticipating that theriver would return. Sme membere of the

tribe vent-off tog seek a new ritzer to continue.their civilization as it

always had been except in anew location. Other members of the tribe,

however, decided to build a new civilization -- bised on the old but

adapted to function in a new environment. However, this grouP could not

decide which locale to move to and consequently they divided into three

groups. One group went to the mountain forests, another group went tp

the valley prairie, and the third to the shifting desert. The civilizations

they developed reflected their common backgrounds but varied tremendously

according to the challenges and needs that were posed their significantly

different environments.

Dams are being built on the'rivers of student affairs administra-

tog. Some, of these dams have been completed, some are almost complete,

while others are only beginning to be built. The eneproduct, however,

will be the same for Oil of us -- the river will soon no longer flow. We'

must begin to prepare for that time.
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